American Vaulting Association

Competition: ________________________________
Date: _________ Class # (Div.): ______________
Name: ___________________________________
Horse: ___________ Lunger: ________________
Club: _______________ Coach: _______________

Judge: ____________________________________

Degree of Difficulty 15%
Composition 25%
Performance 40%
Horse/GI 20%

FINAL FREESTYLE

Final Comp. Score
(From Ind. Comp Score Sheet)

Final Tech Test Score
(From Ind. TT Score Sheet)

FINAL OVERALL SCORE
(Comp. + Tech Test + Freestyle)/3

All totals to 3 decimal places.

Final Freestyle Average (2 or more judges)
________________________ Placing _______ of _______

Final Overall Average (2 or more judges)
________________________ Placing _______ of _______
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